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“No matter what 
anybody tells you, words 
and ideas can change the 
world.”

– Robin Williams, as instructor John Keating, 
“Dead Poets Society” Courtesy Charles Haynes, Flickr,

https://bit.ly/2Y6w8W0, CC BY-SA 2.0

https://bit.ly/2Y6w8W0


First Things First
Before you start writing, determine:

•Who is the audience?
•What is the goal?

•What is the content?



Writing With Precision
•Write in your own voice 

(don’t be a cover band)
•Avoid these land mines:

•The bureaucratic/academic/multiple 
personality writer

•Vaccinate for verbosity
•Tell a story



60 Seconds with Google
FARO® Releases FARO ZONE 3D 2019 for Public Safety
Compelling New Ways to Present Scenes for Forensics Professionals

LAKE MARY, Fla., March 14, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- FARO® (NASDAQ: FARO), the world's most trusted 
source for 3D measurement and imaging solutions for public safety forensics, announces the 
availability of the FARO Zone 3D 2019 software platform (https://www.faro.com/products/public-
safety-forensics/faro-zone-3d/). The FARO Zone 3D platform is specifically designed to enable 
investigators and security professionals to enhance the quality of site and evidence capture, 
documentation, reconstruction and analysis for crime, crash, fire and security applications.

FARO Zone 3D 2018 was the first VR-enabled software solution for law enforcement and forensics 
professionals that provides a comprehensive platform for documenting, analyzing, and reconstructing 
scenes that includes powerful forensic analysis, 3D diagramming and animation tools. FARO Zone 3D 
2019 substantially builds on the most compelling functionality of its predecessor and offers immersive 
and dramatic new ways to interact with and present forensic scenes.



Revised Press Release
FARO® Releases FARO ZONE 3D 2019 for Public Safety
Compelling New Ways to Present Scenes for Forensics Professionals

Forensic investigators have a tough and important job. FARO’s 3D crime-scene 
software can help them do it better and faster:

• Capture evidence
• Document it
• Reconstruct crime scenes
• Do it all in 3D

Our 2019 version has new features to make you even more efficient and effective in 
processing crime scenes. It now does _____________, _____________ and 
____________. 



Writing With Precision
•Write in your own voice 

(don’t be a cover band)
•Avoid these land mines:

•The bureaucratic/academic/multiple 
personality writer

•Vaccinate for verbosity
•Tell a story



Proof Like a Pro: 3 Takes
• First take Read silently for flow and style. How does it 

sound? Change it. Reprint it. 
• Second take Read aloud for flow and style. How does 

it sound? What did you observe? Change it. Reprint it.
• Third take Read it aloud and test every word, spelling 

and fact. 



Proof Like a Pro
• 3 Takes
• Everyone needs an editor Be thankful for those who 

make you better.
• Receive critique with grace But you don’t have to 

listen to all of it.



Keep Getting Better

•Read good writing
•Keep writing
•Learn from the best 



Stay in Touch

•Let me know how it’s going 
roy@royharryman.com

•Today’s outline is at: 
www.royharryman.com/kciabc

•linkedin.com/in/royharryman

mailto:roy@royharryman.com
http://www.royharryman.com/kciabc
https://www.linkedin.com/in/royharryman/
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